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20 ARTISTS for the Exhibition <20 2020
For its VII Edition, <20 15x15 / 20x20 | PUNTO SULL'ARTE Collection, that will take place
from SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 2020, will bring together, especially for this occasion, 20
artists, Italian and international, well known in Italy and abroad, with a strong presence of
sculptors that will exhibit their artworks next to the ones of the painters.
As in the past editions, all the artists will show brand new artworks following the standard sizes of
15x15 and 20x20 cm. Everyone will express himself without technical limitations, using varied
techniques, for example, from oil colors to corten or from acrylics to glass and will be free to
choose the subject he prefers.
All the artworks are created especially for this exhibition and are unique.
A BILINGUAL CATALOGUE, with the reproduction of the artworks exhibited and the biographical
notes of every artist, will be created by PUNTO SULL’ARTE.
This year, in the project room, there will be a selection of available artworks from the past years
editions. The public will rediscover well-known artists of PUNTO SULL’ARTE including ANNALÙ
with her resin trees, Ottorino DE LUCCHI’s flowers, Federico INFANTE’s portraits, Ernesto
MORALES’ clouds, Paolo QUARESIMA’s still life, Tomàs SUNOL’s Spanish alleys and the
meticulous overlapping of Giorgio TENTOLINI. There will also be artworks from other famous
artists such as Manuel FELISI, Michael GAMBINO and Sergio PADOVANI that we have exhibited
only on the occasion of our summer Collection.

ARTISTS ON SHOW :
Salvatore ALESSI, Luciano BALDACCI, Massimo CACCIA, J. Isabelle CORNIÈRE, Pino
DEODATO, Claudio FILIPPINI, Jernej FORBICI, Claudia GIRAUDO, Silvia LEVENSON, Alberto
MAGNANI, Matteo MASSAGRANDE, Marta MEZYNSKA, Sabrina MILAZZO, Raffaele MINOTTO,
Nicola NANNINI, Ciro PALUMBO, Rudy PULCINELLI, Brian Keith STEPHENS, Valeria VACCARO,
Marika VICARI

Per ricevere informazioni e immagini rivolgersi a: info@puntosullarte.it

